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INT. WRITER’S OFFICE - NIGHT

The empty writer’s office that we’ve seen a lot so far, 
in the darkness. No one is here. It is comfortably 
silent.

The only movement is the WHEEL OF CASTING still 
spinning from ep 5.

The door blows open, CHRIS and ZACK, in suits, but 
Chris wears Zack’s baseball cap, hobble in, clearly 
drunk. The light flickers for a bit then turns on.

ZACK
Hooray for Green Lantern corp. I 
love Oa.

CHRIS
I love you man. You’re awesome. 
That was awesome. I love the 
word awesome. I should use it 
for forever.

Zack falls over himself finding the desk.

ZACK
You should, it suits you. I want 
to say it like you.

(Adopts English 
accent)

Awesome. Hello, afternoon tea, 
awesome.

Chris lays on the floor.

CHRIS
What if we got Reynolds as 
Superman?

Zack mimics his head exploding.

ZACK
Oh man. That’d be crazy. Can he 
be Superman and Green Lantern?

CHRIS
He’s Ryan Reynolds. He can be 
anything. Did you see his 
Deadpool? Amazing. Wait, 
awesome. Yeah, awesome.

Zack stands up.

ZACK
That film was so cool man. He 
was all.

Zack covers his mouth, mimics mute talking.

(CONTINUED)



CHRIS
Totally.

ZACK
Then Jackman did that...

Zack mimics the Wolverine claws, slashes a few times.

ZACK (CONT’D)
Snikt, snikt, snikt.

CHRIS
I want to make a Wolverine film. 
I love Wolverine. It’s so cool. 
He’s so cool.

ZACK
You know he’s a dancer and 
stuff?

CHRIS
Who?

ZACK
Jackman.

CHRIS
No way.

ZACK
Way.

CHRIS
But he’s so manly. He’s such a 
badass.

ZACK
And he can move, so’s Walken, 
Christopher Walken’s a dancer.

Chris climbs up Zack’s suit.

CHRIS
Oh. Oh. Oh. You know who’d be a 
great Superman?

ZACK
Who?

CHRIS
Samuel. J. Rockwell. Boom. I 
blew your mind.

ZACK
Oh snap!

Chris does a light dance on his feet, trips over.

2.
CONTINUED:
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CHRIS
He’d dance and smile and woo the 
folks. And kick arse.

ZACK
I love it. Can we get him?

CHRIS
Dude. I can get everyone.

JUMP CUT 
TO:

INT. WRITER’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Chris and Zack lean on the desk, a phone sits in the 
middle of it.

The phone rings for a bit then someone picks up.

SAM (O.S.)
Hello?

Zack and Chris stifle laughs.

CHRIS
(Adopting a fake 
English accent)

Hello, I am Christopher Nolan, I 
make acclaimed films like the 
Batman Begins movie and 
prestigous films like The 
Prestige. I want you to be my 
Superman.

SAM (O.S.)
Listen, I don’t know who you are 
but stop calling, it’s not 
funny. Is that Clooney? I’m 
calling the cops Clooney. I 
swear I’m getting a restraining 
order you psycho.

The phone goes off. Chris and Zack look at each-other, 
shocked.

They burst into laughter.

CHRIS
We totally nailed him. He 
totally believed I was me.

Zack claps.

ZACK
Who do we do next?

3.
CONTINUED: (2)
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Chris ponders.

JUMP CUT 
TO:

INT. WRITER’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Same set up as before, phone on desk. It stops ringing.

PIZZA (O.S.)
Hello, Michaelangelo’s Pizza.

ZACK
Hey, is your fridge running?

PIZZA (O.S.)
Er, yeah.

ZACK
Well, you better run after it.

Zack high-fives Chris.

PIZZA (O.S.)
You’re right.

(Phone dropped, in 
background)

Get back here you appliance.

We hear some fighting and wrestling. Chris and Zack 
look confused at the phone. Chris moves his hand slowly 
over it and hangs up.

ZACK
So, how do we find our Superman?

CHRIS
Simple. We let him come to us.

ZACK
Oh, that’s cool-sounding. I’m 
confused, but I like it.

Chris and Zack lay on the floor.

CHRIS
I think as long as we make a 
film like Green Lantern we’ll be 
fine.  If we can make it that 
good, that fun, that exciting 
we’ll be laughing.

ZACK
Yeah, you’re right. You’re good 
at being right.

Chris and Zack smile and laugh.

4.
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CHRIS
Oh, nothing could ever go wrong.

They laugh for a long time.

INSERT:

A news headline from “The Hollyweird Snitcher” reads 
“Green Lantern Bomb, Superman Project Must Save 
Warners”

INT. WRITER’S OFFICE - DAY

Zack and Chris star at one another, speechless, 
horrified. Chris puts his head in his hands and starts 
crying. The baseball cap flops off Chris’ head.

Post credits

INT. WRITER’S OFFICE - DAY

BABS sits at the desk, feet up, on the phone.

BABS
Don’t cry Ryan. Look, we’ll find 
you a new superhero.

Zack and Chris are sitting to the side, Zack spinning 
on a desk chair.

BABS (CONT’D)
Superman? One second.

Babs looks to Chris and Zack. The desk chair spins 
quickly, a paper flies, but no sign of the two men.

BABS (CONT’D)
I don’t think so Ryan. How about 
Aquaman? Ryan? Hello?

END
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